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Article 22

Eads: Lullaby for Josiah

ONE MoRE FAILED ATTEMPT AT "THE MEANING OF LIFE"

LULLABY FOR JOSIAH

Seth Jones

Lance Raymond Eads

The melancholy moon
Shines hazily
Lazily
Down through the clouds
I sit
Shrouded in winter
Shivering slightly
Though summer is neigh
The freeway buzzes
Wordlessly
Across the chill air
Invading my writings
My thoughts
Without care
I dream ofX-Files
And infamy
Of running away
My self-stagnant soul
Too weary to stay
I dream of the sun
And long for her warmth
Her passion
Her constance
The bustle of day

The sun is playing Hide-and-Seek.
The moon opens her eyes to peek.
She 's counted high enough.
Evening proceeds from dusk.
Josiah, time to go to sleep.
The stars are winking 'cause they know
Exactly where the sun does go,
But they say that they won't tell.
They think it's just as well.
Josiah, to bed now we must go.
When dawn comes Moon will find the sun.
When Moon hides we will have some fun
Until it's time again.
The game goes on and then,
Josiah goes down with the sun.

Words and philosophies
Rage in my mind
Desperate
Intent
Still seeking to find
That one bit of wisdom
To set us all free
Profundity penned
Defining my "me"
One phrase emerges
Kicking free of the rest
Assaulting the page
His mettle to test
"Live and live well."
But what does that mean
At the end of the day
I'm still just obscene
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